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A dispute that occurs between parties can
be resolved through the court or through
an alternative dispute resolution such as
arbitration. Article 1 Law Number 30 of
1999 concerning Arbitration and
Alternative Dispute Resolution (“Law
30/1999”) defined Arbitration as a way of
resolving civil disputes outside the general
court which was based on a written
arbitration agreement by the disputing
parties. In business transactions,
arbitrations remain prominent as the
chosen dispute resolution since it is
considered to be more neutral, flexible,
and confidential than the litigation court. 

Moreover, any disputes that are settled in
arbitration is proceeds with a neutral forum
with a customized sole arbitrator or panel
of arbitrators agreed by both parties.

In principle, an arbitral award is final and
binding to the parties. However, the parties
may submit an arbitral award annulment
petition if the award is alleged to contain:
(a) a false or declared false letter or
document; (b) after the decision is taken, a
decisive document is found, which hidden
by the opposing party; or  (c) the decision is
taken from the results of a ruse committed
by one of the parties in the dispute
examination.
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An annulment of the arbitral award
petition must be submitted to the District
Court. Moreover, based on Article 70
paragraph (4) Law 30/1999, the District
Court decision of arbitral awards
annulment can be appealed to the
Supreme Court.

The said provision gives a different
interpretation, considering that there are
still parties who are dissatisfied with the
arbitral award and the rejection of its
annulment still submitting an appeal to
the Supreme Court. Thus, the Supreme
Court issued a Jurisprudence Number
1/Yur/Arbt/2018 stated that the decision
of the District Court that rejects the
annulment of the arbitral award cannot be
appealed to the Supreme Court.

Considering the phrase “appeal” is only
referring to an annulment of the
arbitration award based on causes stated in
Article 70 of Law No. 30/1999. 
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Therefore, District Court’s decision that
rejects the annulment of the arbitral award
is final and binding and cannot be
appealed. On the other hand, if the
District Court grants the request for
annulment, the decision can be appealed
to the Supreme Court. This rule of law is
assessed further in the Yurisprudence
Number 2/Yur/Arbt/2018 regarding the
Supreme Court’s Decision that is final and
binding in the condition of granting the
request for annulment.

Rule of Law
The decision of the District Court that
rejects the annulment of the national
arbitral award cannot be appealed to the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has
consistently applied this rule of law in
every decision with similar issues since
2016.
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Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact us at info@adplaws.com
or any contacts provided below. 

A proper legal advice should always be sought before exercising any legal action based on the
information in this article.
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